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BEST FOR You
O R G A N I C S  C O M P A N Y

Relationship Marketing 
Automation

Clear Fusion harmoniously orchestrates 
intelligent, highly effective customer 
interactions across a variety of channels, 
giving your relationship marketing a 
scientific and agile edge. We manage the 
fully-automated execution of all campaigns 
over a wide range of marketing platforms, 
putting a true multi-channel 
personalization powerhouse at the tips of 
your fingers.
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BEST FOR You
O R G A N I C S  C O M P A N Y

A Single Unified 
Interface

Within one marketing calendar, manage 
all the pre-scheduled and real-time 
campaigns that will thrill your customers 
throughout their unique customer 
journey, mitigate bad experiences, and 
create fierce brand loyalty.
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Built for Marketers

» Clear Fusion empowers you, the marketer, to instantly 
define and deploy triggers using any combination of 
events, with no development resources or technical 
knowledge required.
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Our Promise

Recommendation and Optimization Bot

» OptiBot, our marketing optimization bot, uses machine 
learning technology to make recommendations, offer 
insights, and automatically self-optimize which 
campaign offers are received by which micro-
segments. The results are ever-more-granular 
segmentation, greater financial impact, and a 
continuously-improving customer marketing plan, 
resulting in the optimal customer-channel-promotion 
mix.
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BEST FOR You
O R G A N I C S  C O M P A N Y

Dynamic Customer Journeys

» Our Approach and Methodology makes it practical to 
manage and optimize infinite customer journeys, in 
which each customer determines what comes next. 
With Clear Fusion, marketers re-imagine traditional, 
funnel-based customer journey maps to most 
effectively communicate with each individual customer 
in the context of their actual activities, behaviours and 
preferences. Customer data, prior campaign responses 
and predictive behaviour modelling are used to identify 
the most important intervention points – and the best 
kinds of responses and activities for each – that brands 
can leverage to maximize customer engagement and 
loyalty.

Cross-Channel Campaign Automation

» Our platform automatically runs your campaigns at 
their scheduled dates and times, via predefined single 
or multiple channels .The platform supports any 1:1 
marketing channel, including email, SMS, mobile push 
messaging, Facebook Custom Audience, Google 
Display Network, Twitter Tailored Audience, website 
banner ads, call center, automated calling and many 
others. You can use native Optimove channels, your in-
house tools and promo systems, and integrate with 
third-party systems through Optimove’s robust API. 
With Optimove, you will deliver every communication 
through the channels that are most effective for each 
customer. Optimove allows you to easily achieve true 
multi-channel campaign automation.
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https://www.optimove.com/blog/facebook-custom-audiences-plus-optimove-for-killer-retention-marketing
https://www.optimove.com/blog/optimove-integrates-with-doubleclick-by-google
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